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The Challenges

Design, build, make and program a fan powered car. 

Challenge 1 Can the vehicle move from stationary 
powered solely by the fan? (no pushing or slopes)

Challenge 2 How far can the vehicle move with 30
seconds (30,000 ms) of power? The power can be 
split up and separated by any units of time

TOP CHALLENGE

Challenge 3 Can the vehicle be programmed to travel 
over a metre and then return to its exact starting 
point without any obstacles being put on the floor



Equipment

Crumble board
USB cable
Four crocodile clip cables 
Corrugated card (standard box packaging recycled) 
Plastic fan blade 
Sellotape
Masking tape 
Selection of wheels 
Straws
3AA battery holder, 
3AA batteries 
4mm dowel wood 



Keep it light

• Your vehicle will only work if you keep it light

• Too much weight and it won’t even move!



Balance your weight



Fans can pull or push



Build a stable motor mount

Strong enough to hold 
the motor and stop it 
flying off

Firmly anchored to the 
vehicle

Cardboard 
could help

What shapes are strong?



Wheels and axle

• Free running

• Light

• Parallel axles or your vehicle will turn

• Straws could hold your dowel axle



Keep wires tidy



Insulate wires 
(keep metal from touching)
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